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ABSTRACf

Semi-weekly estimates of snowmelt generation were needed as part of a water balance
study of a small alpine basin in the Sierra Nevada of California Repeated measurements at a
large number of sites distributed throughout the basin were necessary, and measurements had to
be obtained by a single observer in a few hours at intervals of a few days. Ablation stakes were
identified as the best compromise technique. Although ablation stakes have been used tradition
ally in studies of glacier mass balance, we found them to be well-suited for use in deep seasonal
snow cover, as have other researchers. Measured snowpack density from several snowpits was
used to adjust for settling and in calculating snowmelt generation from the ablation data.

INTRODUCTION

Repeated measurements of snowmelt production throughout a drainage basin can useful for a
wide variety of hydrologic applications. Such infonnation may also be valuable for assessing rates of
water generation for wet snow avalanche forecasting. Knowledge of the spatial and temporal variabil
ity of snowmelt requires snowpack data representative of each type of terrain within a drainage basin
obtained at frequent intervals. However, snowpack measurements are usually made at a very limited
number of sites and then extrapolated over larger areas with a great deal of uncertainty. Ablation
stakes provide an alternative means of measuring snowmelt quickly at a large number of points.

Ablation stakes are simply a narrow rod or tube inserted vertically into the snowpack to provide
a reference for measurements of surface lowering. Snow depth stakes extending through the snowpack
and touching or attached to the ground surface offer a better reference, but they cannot be used in
many snow climates. Ablation stakes have logistical advantages where seasonal snow depth exceeds 2
m and where creep and glide would distort or damage snow depth stakes. Ablation stakes have been
used extensively in studies of glacial mass balance (e.g., LaChapelle, 1959) where the ground surface
may be far below the ice surfa~~.

USE OF ABLATION STAKES

Ablation stakes can be made of almost any material that does not result in excessive reradiation
melting of the surrounding snow. We found white, thin-wall (Sch. 125) PVC pipe to be well suited for
this use. After snowpack settling has decreased to a low rate in spring, ablation stakes are installed to
a depth of at least one meter in the vertical direction (not perpendicUlar to the slope). The height that
the stake extends above the snow surface is measured after installation and then at intervals of a few
days. Because the snow surface is irregular and a small depression will melt out next to the stake, the
height to be measured must incorporate some average of the surface immediately around the stake.
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· Laying a meter stick across the slope just upslope of the stake is perllaps the easiest means of objec
tively and consistently averaging the local snow surface. In theory, the rate of lowering of the peaks
of the microtopography (points in contact with the straight edge) may differ from that of the overall
surface (Muller and Keeler, 1969). However, over repeated intervals of a few days each, this differ
ence should be negligible.

The change in snow surface height over the measurement interval must be corrected for settling
and multiplied by the density of the ablated snow. The amount of settling can be determined by com
parison of several stakes of varying length at one site (LaChapelle, 1959). In this method, differences
in height of each stake over the interval are plotted against depth of each stake. If settlement is uni
form with depth, greater settlement should be associated with longer stakes. The net change in snow
surface height can then be determined by extending the plotted line back to a stake depth of zero
(LaChapelle, 1959). Alternatively, the product of the proportional change in density and the change in
height should be subtracted from the change in height The corrected change in height can then be
multiplied by the mean density of the layer for that interval to obtain the change in snow water
equivalent. The density value used for calculations is perllaps best approximated by measuring the
density of the upper 50 cm of snow on the days of stake measurements.

In the Sierra Nevada in spring and summer, snoM'ack density tends to be relatively consistent
throughout a basin and increases from about 400 kg/m3 in April ~ about 550 kg/m3 in June. The rate
of increase is determined by the energy balance at each site. Therefore in practice, empirical relations
between snowpack density and time can be established from biweekly snowpits at a few sites
representing different teqain types in the study area. Density values obtained from these equations for
the dates ofstake measurements can then be used to calculate snow water equivalent. Errors resulting
from uncertainty in the density values should be less than 2 cm snow water equivalent per week in
almost all situations, and usually less than 1 cm per week. An estimate of snowpack evaporation
(negligible in some snow climates) must be subtracted from the ablation estimate to obtain estimated
snowmelt

In the Emerald Lake basin of Sequoia National Park, California, ablation measurements were
made at intervals of four to seven days. Daily ablation amounts averaged over these intervals ranged
from 1 to 1.5 cm of water equivalent per day in April and May and up to 3 cm of water equivalent per
day in June and July. Shorter measurement intervals would seem to confound the results due to the
similarity between net change and measurement precision. A study in Wyoming found that local abla
tion determined from stake measurements was within 2 percent of that determined with a more precise
surveying technique (Bartos and Rechard, 1974).

The objectives of the measurement program should determine sampling strategy. In the first sea
son of the Sequoia study, 50 stakes were subjectively located for measurement convenience
throughout the 120 hectare basin. The bias created by subjectively choosing points was removed in
the second season when locations were chosen randomly from a 25 m square grid map. Current
theories of spatial statistics suggest that regular grids provide the maximum information with the
minimum error. For the third season, stake locations were on a 140 m square grid randomly posi
tioned on the basin map. This sampling design provided sufficient ablation data for all elevations,
slopes, and aspects in the basin. A dense network is necessary in rough alpine terrain where factors
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affecting snowmelt vary greatly over short distances. On Alpine glaciers, a density of 10 stakes per
km2 was found to be adequate to measure net ablation with an accuracy of better than +/-5 percent
(Hoinkes and Rudolph, 1962). In Wyoming, researchers had to increase sample size as variability in
ablation increased with decreasing snow cover (Bartos and Rechard, 1974).

In the Sequoia study, ablation stakes were an easy means of acquiring spatially distributed data
. throughout three snowmelt seasons. The sample size was adequate to pennit good results from an

interpolation program that estimated ablation over the entire basin from the 50 data points. These
results showed which portions of the basin were generating snowmelt at various rates throughout the
season. The ablation data can be combined with physical parameters calculated from a digital eleva
tion model such as slope, exposure, elevation, and net radiation. This combined infonnation should
help quantify some- of the effects of terrain-related factors on snowmelt. The ablation data will be
compared with changes in snow storage from a few intensive snow surveys and with computed
snowmelt from a distributed simulation model being developed by Jeff Dozier.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Ablation stakes could be useful in forecasting of wet snow avalanches in some areas. Release
characteristics of wet snow avalanches vary geographically, and information needs vary between
regions. In tho~e areas where knowledge of the rate of snowmelt input to slopes is needed, ablation
stakes in a study plot with similar exposure characteristics to known starting zones could be an inex
pensive and quick data source. A network of ablation stakes allows rapid identification of zones with
the greatest snowmelt rates. Ablation data provides a simple means of studying the interaction of
energy input and terrain in a particular area. Ablation stakes can also be a useful source of data for ski
area planning studies and environmental assessments. The stakes are most effective in snow climates
similar to the Sierra Nevada with deep snow and few stonns during the melt period. In any type of
study, the chief advantages of ablation stakes are their simplicity, low cost, and potential for large
sample sizes as compared to other means of estimating snowmelt.
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